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Freshmen And Transfers 
Will Hear Rushing Rules 
Pan-Hellenic Delegates Will Discuss 
Regulations At Second Mass Meeting 
On Monday, October 4, at 7 P. M. in Phi Beta Kappa Hall, the 
Pan Hellenic Council will hold a second mass meeting lor freshmen 
and transfers to explain further the rules and schedule for rushing 
and to answer any questions that the rushees may have. 
Sorority rushing will begin on Wednesday of next week, when 
sorority women will visit freshmen and transfers in their rooms and 
day students in the former dining room of Jefferson Hall. Rushing 
in the dormitories will continue in the afternoon and evening of 
October 6 and 7. After dormi-
tory rushing, there will be no 
rushing and no association until 
Monday, October 11, when rush-
ing begins in the houses and is by 
invitation only. Girls whose last 
names begin with the letters A to 
M will be invited to the houses for 
15 minute periods on Monday, 
and those whose names are from 
M to Z will be invited on Tuesday, 
October 12. 
There will be no rushing on 
Wednesday, October 13. On 
Thursday and Friday, there will 
be visiting by invitation at the 
houses for 20-minute periods. 
There will be no rushing on Sat-
urday. On Sunday, rushees will 
visit the houses for half-hour 
periods from 2-6 P. M., and on 
Monday, October 18, sororities will 
hold final parties from 7-10 P. M. 
Bids will be issued on Tuesday, 
October 19, Silence Day, and must 
be returned to. Phi; Beta:. Kappa 
Hall by 12 noon. Rushing will 
end on Wednesday, when new 
pledges will go to their respective 
houses at 1 P. M. 
If a freshman or transfer can-
not accept an invitation to a sor-
ority party, she may notify the 
sorority by telephoning or by put-
ting a note in that sorority's box 
in Barrett Hall, and another time 
will be arranged for her. 
Until the closed rushing period 
begins, there will be no association 
of freshmen and transfers with 
sorority women, with the excep-
tion of WSCGA sponsors; and after 
the rushing period begins on Oc-
tober 6, there will be no associa-
tion outside of set rushing hours. 
The Pan Hellenic Council held 
its first mass meeting on Friday, 
September 24, when Miss Mar-
guerite Wynne-Roberts, assistant 
dean of women, spoke to the new 
students about sororities, and Alice 
Baxley, president of the council, 
outlined the rushing program. 
Dance Will Follow Rally 
''Following the Friday night pep 
rally, on October 1, a sophomore 
class dance will be held in the 
small cafeteria," J. P. Morgan, 
class president, announced at a 
sophomore meeting tonight. 
The dance is open only to mem-
bers of the class. Sophomore wo-
men have been granted late per-
missions to attend the event, at 
which there will be entertainment 
and refreshments. r 
"We urge all class members to 
be there, with or without dates," 
Morgan added. 
Jayeees To Provide Bus 
Limited transportation facilties 
for women students attending the 
Williamsburg Junior Chamber of 
Commerce Air Show at College 
Airport on Sunday, October 3, at 
2:00 P. M., have been made avail-
able. 
A bus loaned by. Colonial Vir-
ginia Tours, Inc., and having a 
capacity of approximately 30 stu-
dents, will make one run to the 
Air Show, leaving from the Fine 
Arts building at 1:45 P. M. sharp. 
A return trip is to be made fol-
lowing the show. 
Morgan Will Call 
Tribunal To Order 
Tomorrow Evening 
William and Mary's 255th ses-
sion of the Freshman Tribunal 
court Will be called to order Joy 
Judge J. P. Morgan, sophomore 
class president, tomorrow night at 
7 in Phi Beta Kappa Hall. 
Freshmen, wearing due capsand 
old clothes, are required to attend 
and will be seated downstairs. 
Upperclassmen may view the 
court proceedings from the bal-
cony. 
"The tribunal this year will take 
on a more serious note than it has 
in the past," Prosecutor Bob Hen-
drick declared. "Its purpose is 
to establish and continue to raise 
the spirit and high standards of 
the college." , 
The jury will consist of sopho-
more class officers and faculty 
members. Anne Waring, class 
secretary-treasurer, will serve as 
clerk of the court. 
Separate tribunal courts existed 
for the men and women students 
in 1920. In 1932, the two courts 
were merged into the tribunal of 
today. 
Dean Reveals Enrollment 
According to the latest registra-
tion figures announced by J. W. 
Lambert, Dean of Students, there 
will be about. 611 women and 
1343. men enrolled in the fall 
semester as contrasted with last 
year's record of 635 women and 
1307 men. 
Joan Felix Posts 
FlatHatTry-outs 
Try-outs for positions on the 
news, sports, features, morgue, 
circulation, and business staffs 
of The FLAT HAT will be held 
tonight in the Dodge Room from 
7:30-8:30. 
Guest speaker at the meeting 
will be Michael Adelstein, in-
. structor in English, who will dis-
cuss the advantages of college 
journalism. The editors of the 
FLAT HAT wil describe the 
work done by each of the staffs 
and explain the methods by 
which freshmen and upperclass-
men may become members of 
the staff. Refreshments will be 
served. 
"All freshmen and upperclass-
men who are interested in any 
phase of newspaper work are 
urged to attend this meeting," 
declared Joan Felix, editor-in-
chief. "Experience ori" high 
school newspapers is helpful but 
certainly not essential." 
Women Will Take 
WSCGA Exams 
WSCGA exams will be, held on 
Tuesday, October ,5, at 7 P. M. in 
Washington 100, 200 and 300, it 
was announced by WSCGA. Presi-
dent Dorothea (Dotsy) Theidick 
at the first student government 
meeting held in Phi Beta Kappa 
Hall last night. 
Al women students, with the 
exception of the members of the 
thre WSCGA councils will take 
the examination. A fine of 25 
cents will be levied for the first 
failure, with an additional 25 cents 
charged for each successive fail-
ure. 
Dotsy announced that the senior 
nominating committee will name 
two candidates for each of the 
f r e s h m a n offices. Additional 
nominees will be named from the 
floor for the offices of freshman 
representative to the Executive 
Council and freshman -representa-
tive to the. Judicial Committee at 
the November WSCGA meeting. 
Tuga Wilson, president of Mor-
tar Board, explained the purpose 
and functions • of the organization 
and introduced its members. 
Carol Achenbach described Mor-
tar Board's tutoring service. 
Dr. Pomfret Will Address 
Annual Fall Convocation 
Dean Of The College To Present 
New Professors, Department Heads 
Classes will be dismissed at 10:40 A. M. on Friday, October 1, to 
attend the 256th annual Autumn Convocation which marks the formal. 
opening of the 1948-49 session,, in Phi Beta Kappa Auditorium. 
The exercises will open with a full academic procession from the 
College Yard east of the Wren Building to Phi Beta Kappa Hall. Par-
ticipating will be the marshals, choir, colors arid color guard, faculty, 
Dr. John E. Pomfret, president of the college, and his official party, 
and the senior class who will wear their caps and gowns for the first 
time.o The assembly for the pro-
cession will be at 10:45 A. M. 
Dr. Pomfret will address the 
Convocation which will be presid-
ed over by Dr. Donald W. Davis, 
senior member of the faculty. In 
his address entitled ''A profile of 
the College of William and Mary." 
Dr. Pomfret will illustrate the dif-
ference between colleges and uni-
versities and show how the morale 
of the students is an important 
factor in determining the stan-
dards of a college. Preceding the 
address, the Rev. Francis H. Craig-
hill of Bruton Parish church, will 
deliver the invocation. 
Charles J. Duke, bursar of the 
college, will introduce the offi-
cers of the administration. New 
members of the faculty and heads 
of departments will be presented 
by Dr. Sharvy G. Umbeck, dean of 
Dr. John E. Pomfret Seniors may obtain caps and gowns Wednesday arid Thurs-
day, September 29 and 30, from 
2 to 4 P.-.M. on the second floor 
of Marshall-Wythe. 
the college. The William and 
Mary Choir, under the direction of 
Carl A. Fehr, wil sing To Thee 
—— Barter Players Rescue Dull Script —— 
Pseudo-Satire Falls Into Flimsy Farce 
Dr. Foltin W i l l Speak 
In Chapel Tomorrow 
Tomorrow night at 6:30 P. M. 
in the Chapel of the Wren Build-
ing Dr. Edgar M. Foltin, professor I We Sing, arranged by Tkach .and 
of psychology and jurisprudence, the traditional "William and Mary 
will speak on the subject, A Penny ! Hymn:" 
for Flowers, at the first regular | .p. . ' . ' <_ . 
chapel service this semester. \ ^ ' ^ J * W t * g e n e r ' c h a ^ r " 
man of the committee on special 
Dr.. Foltin returned to the col- Invents, stated,that thesenior class 
lege last year after serving as chief
 i s expected to participate in these 
exercises, and caps and gowns 
must be worn. "Seniors will form 
their line on the center walk, with 
the head just west of the Botetourt 
Statue, in order of senior marshals, 
senior women, senior men, arid 
class officers," he added. 
of the legal division of the United 
States forces in Austria for a year. 
His work consisted mostly of sup-
See CHAPEL, Page 11 
By Peter Boyinton 
Appearing before an enthusias-
tic audience Saturday night at 
Phi Beta Kappa Hall, the Barter 
Theatre of Virginia presented 
Pursuit of Happiness, a romantic 
farce by co-authors Lawrence and 
Armina Langner. 
Aware of the flimsy nature of 
their vehicle, the players, never-
theless performed-, with gusto and 
filled a - number of rather dull 
passages in the script with a 
humor that owed little to the au-
thors. 
Billed as a gay, modern satire, 
The Pursuit, we believe, fell some-
what short of the requirements for 
satire. Satire is 'briefly defined 
as "trenchant wit, irony, or sar-
casm, used for the purpose of ex-
posing and discrediting vice and 
folly." All three attributes were 
conspicuously absent. Leaning 
heavily on the boy-wants-girl-
girl-wants-boy-and-how - to - get 
them-together-in - three - acts for-
mula with accent definitely on sex 
and coyly centered around the 
commendable if dated custom of 
'bundling', the play, for our money 
at least, smacked strongly of the 
farcial. And as a farce it was en-
joyable enough, although we ob-
jected to the gentle and oh-so-
ineffectual little 'messages' that 
cropped up from time to time. We 
like our sex (on the stage, at any 
rate) more or less unadulterated. 
We thought the curtain line of the 
third act almost worth the price 
of admission in itself. 
Recognizing the nature and ap-
peal of the play* the actors em-
ployed a technique reminiscent of 
the art of pantomime. Among the 
women there was much rolling of 
eyes, flouncing, and head play. 
Among the men a certain exag-
geration of gesture resulted in a 
series of caricatures: the swash-
buckling southern colonel, the bi-
goted puritan deacon, the roman-
tic young foreigner, the suppressed 
husband who likes a nip on the 
sly, etc. All of which, in the long 
run, proved quite convincing and 
probably the only technique that 
could have carried the burden of a 
hackneyed plot and a colonial 
setting. ' 
Ray Boyle, selected for the Bar-
ter Theatre by Miss Helen Hayes 
and winner of the 1947 Barter 
award, deserves praise for his por-
trayal of the youthful Hessian de-
serter who 'bundles' charmingly 
with Prudence Kirkland (Miss 
Gerry Jedd). His performance 
was easy and restrained, his ac-
cent adequate and seldom intrus-
ive. He seeiried completely at 
home in the part of the young, 
traditionally romantic foreigner, 
confused by the New England cus-
tom of bundling—but willing to 
try anything once. 
As Comfort Kirkland, the highly 
moral, frequently indignant mother 
of Prudence, Miss Josephine Par-
ker was amusing but occasionally 
stereotyped. Capt. Aaron Kirk-
land (James Reese) reminded one 
of Charles Butterworth." Mell 
Turner, who played the parochial 
Reverend Banks, provided a nice 
touch of burlesque. Turner seems 
tox have a considerable flair for 
the ludicrous gesture. 
Robert Porterfield, director of 
the Barter Theatre, deserves con-
gratulations for his pioneer, work 
in bringing the legitimate stage to 
sections of America where art in 
any form seldom penetrates. 
Pursuit of Happiness was direct-
ed by Porterfield and staged by 
Owen Phillips. The setting was 
designed by J. D. FitzHugh, with 
lighting by Jean Hodgin. 
Alumni Association Calls 
Meeting On Homecoming 
There will be a Homecoming 
parade meeting on Monday, 
October 4, at 7 P. M. in Wash-
ington 100. 
"It is important that every or-
ganization send a representative 
who will. be prepared to say 
whether or not his organization 
will have a float or other entry 
in the parade," stated Charles; 
P. McCurdy, Jr., Executive Sec-
retary of the Alumni Associa-
tion. Other essential informa-
tion pertaining to the parade 
will be given at the meeting. 
Pep Rally Set For Friday 
A pep rally will be held on Fri-
day, October 1, on college corner 
at 7:30 P. M. « 
Speakers at the first pre-garne 
pep rally of the year will be fot-
ball Co-captains Lou Hoitsma and 
Red Caughron, Coach R. N. 
(Rube) McCray, Dr. George J. 
Ryan, professor of ancient lan-
guages, and Charles J. Duke, bur-
wr. Freshman will assemble in 
Phi Beta Kappa Hall prior to the 
rally at 7 P. M.' A bon fire and 
snake dance will follow the rally. 
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Sorority Rushing 
Now that orientation and* registration have been completed; the 
women students will concern themselves with that annual ordeal known 
as sorority rushing. 
In Pan Hellenic Council meetings last year, sorority women who 
favored early rushing formed an overwhelming majority. W e are 
conscious, therefore, that in advocating the postponement of rushing 
until after the release of midsemester grades, we are very much in the 
minority. W e ask the sorority women to consider the coming rushing 
season in the light of last year's and to come to some definite con-
clusions. 
As we,understand it, the principal reason for early rushing is "to 
get it all over with" before term papers and_ midsemester exams start 
to monopolize the time of the sorority women. W e concede^ that 
preparations for rush parties do consume a great deal of time and inter-
fere with one's studies, but rushing takes up a lot of time regardless of 
when it is held. T h e better-part of three weeks is devoted exclusively 
to rushing. Whether that three weeks comes in October or December 
seems immaterial. ' \ 
T h e advantages of late rushing both to.the sororities and to the 
rushees are numerous. The average rushee knows little and under-
stands less about the fraternity system. Many new students are not 
sure they wish to become part of that system. An even greater per-
centage, although they intend to join a sorority, find it difficult to de-
cide, on the basis of a few rush parties held .shortly after their arrival 
on a strange campus ,with what group they will be most congenial. 
T h e sororities are in the same position. Very few people are ca-
pable of forming an accurate picture of a rushee's personality when the 
rushee is suddenly thrust into the midst of a large group of women 
whom she does not know. T n e shy girl who finds it difficult to make 
a good and lasting first impression is at a definite disadvantage in early 
rushing, and shy girls are to be found in large numbers in an entering 
freshman class. • There will be some, on the other hand, who make a 
good first impression but who will prove to be incongenial with a group 
after they are pledged." . 
Both the presentation arid the acceptance of a sorority bid are 
important steps which should not be taken without careful considera-
tion. W e maintain that it is impossible to consider either question 
carefully on the basis of a few rather strained and artificial meetings 
at the°beginning of the school year. •> 
Free association during the first few months of school would give, 
sorority women and new students an opportunity to become acquainted 
without the stress and strain involved in a. formal rushing season: Those 
who witnessed late rushing last year will remember that few sorority 
women took advantage of this period to "dirty rush." 
W e agree that mistakes will be made both by the sororities and 
by the rushees in any rushing season. W e also agree that it is inevitable 
that some of the new students will fee disappointed when bids come out, 
whenever rushing is held. W e do believe, however, that mistakes and 
disappointments will be cut to a minimum if late rushing is adopted. 
W e urge sorority women to discuss_the pros and cons of the question 
with the freshmen when the Pan Hellenic Council meets to propose 
next year's rushing schedule.. 
/ "J. L. F . 
Flat Hat Pol ices 
The editors and staff of the Flat Hat must assume the responsibil-
ity both for the publication of this paper and for the controversies which 
arise as a result of its publication. Realizing this double responsibility, 
we pledge to uphold the following policies: 
W e shall print alLnews pertinent to the College of William and 
Mary without bias, prejudice or literary coloration. 
Complete accuracy in every detail shall bevour goal. 
Through our feature articles and columns, we shall endeavor to 
offer topics of interest to all our readers. 
W e shaU endeavor to make our editorial page the voice of student 
opinion and an intelligent guide for that opinion. • In accordance with 
this policy, we shall not hesitate to state our views on any action of the 
students, faculty or administration which we feel is detrimental to the 
College of William and Mary. W e shall, in stating our opinions, fol-
low the standards of good taste and constructive, rather than destruc-
tive, criticism. All editorials will bear the initials of the author. W e 
shall print all letters to the editor, provided they are not slanderous or 
unsigned. Names, however, will be withheld upon request. 
J . L . F . 
There are those of you, we know, 
, who think that a column such as 
this should be a substitute for Li'l 
Abner, for those too lazy to get up 
and swipe their neighbor's Sun-
day comics. But we have no in-
tention of carrying on for Al Capp 
—we want it understood from the 
start that we are a couple of 
schmoes, not schmoos, While 
there may be a physical resemb-
lance at present, a month of the 
cafeteria will end that. 
No, we operate on a different 
principle. Those intrepid journal-
ists, Scott and Elliott. . . Elliott 
and Scott. . . (what a hell of a 
partnership this is!) . . .The au-
thors of this column believe in a 
more intellectual approach—pro-
found reflections on the interna-
tional scene, analyses of the politi-
cal campaign, the latest discoveries 
in atomic research, and advance 
information on the forthcoming 
study, Sexual Behaviour in the 
Human Female. In fact, we are of 
such a scholarly nature that we 
even wrote to Prof. Kjnsey, offer-
ing to do a thorough investigation 
here at W&M. Unfortunately, he 
checked with the Administration, 
who assured him there was no such 
thing as sex at William and Mary. 
* Flat Hat Omissions 
First of all, we would like to 
take up something we felt was 
omitted from the last issue of the 
Flat Hat (and we dbn't mean the 
Chesterfield ad.) That issue was 
By Ken Scott and Jim Elliott 
devoted to welcoming and not . Case L-131. Susan D. Discov-
welcoming the freshmen. Com- ered reading some mail on a Mon-
pletely beside the point; most of day night—obviously a violation 
them are here to stay regardless of the spirit of the WSCGA rules. 
of what we do. 
By now, you freshmen have 
been tested and examined to" the 
satisfaction of first floor Marshall-
Wythe. Tentatively, they have" 
decided you are in the correct lo-
cal institution. .."So we shall make 
the best of a bad situation, hide 
our feelings, and offer advice on 
the practical side of college life, on 
rules, regulations, and such. 
You've been lectured at this past 
week on everything from how to 
use a library to the history of the 
honor councils You have been 
"orientated," at least to the point 
where you. know the cafeteria 
from the laundry. There is a 
slight difference, although they 
both make hash out of things. Yes, 
you've been given a rough idea of 
what the rules are. 
dangers Await Frosh 
But did they tell you what is 
far more important-r-how to evade 
them? Were you warned of the 
dangers that await you? Of the 
nightwatchmen and their high-
powered flashlights? Aha, we 
thought hot! Let us bring you sev-
eral cases, gained from a usually 
reliable source*. 
Case R-574. Robert M. Caught 
red-handed with a pair of unreg-
istered roller skates. The Com-
mittee of Deans was disposed to 
leniency, and as a result merely 
amputated both legs. 
The rules are very strict about 
Monday nights; while women are 
normally permitted to breathe at 
prescribed intervals, even this is 
not allowed on Monday nights. 
Susan was campused for a week 
and blindfolded to prevent any 
reoccurrence. 
Case B-962. Wilma T. Arrived 
at the dorm one Saturday night 
at 12:03. When, called before the 
Judicial Committee to explain, she 
got rather angry and became Red 
in the face.' Appalled at finding 
a Communist in their midst, they 
decided the case was too big for 
them, and turned it over to the 
Thomas Committee. She has been 
accused of stealing the process for 
making synthetic rubber out of 
garbage, developed at Twinkle Hall 
during the war under the name of 
Hungarian goulash.'. 
Now you can see how easy it is 
to make one fatal slip. To get out 
of such situations and beat the 
rules, we have collected a fine as-
sortment of alibis and stratagems, 
actually tested at great personal 
risk. Bound, sealed copies may 
be purchased direct from the au-
thors at $1 per copy. Those who 
remember our inspired opus of last 
year, How to Win on Charm Let-
ters, will need no further urging. 
* The janitor in Dean Hocutt's 
office. 
Herb Bateman Lists College Eccentricities 
Gripes Describe One Vicious Circle 
Before the new student, be he 
freshman or transfer, can adjust 
himself, he must know the eccen-
tricities of W&M and all its dis-
tinctive characteristics. All colleges 
have certain claims to fame in the 
way of peculiarities. As an ex-
ample, there is the University of 
Virginia. I t is world-famed for 
its "Virginia Gentleman," a rare 
bred which is found there in a half-
civilized state, and which is readi-
ly identified by black knit ties and 
brown bottles, these ornaments 
comprising the most distinctive 
features of that species' costume. 
Perhaps the most-needed infor-
mation is a description of our 
student body as a whole. Essen-
tially we are hypocrites, with our 
many traditions constantly on our 
lips and lethargy in our souls. 
There is,' however, an excuse for 
By Herb Bateman 
this in that we have so many t ra -
ditions we are still in front of 
other schools when we fail to live 
up to even a good part of them. 
Gripe! 
To be a real, integral part of 
this institution you must gripe. I t 
isn't always necessafy to get the 
facts before hand; just cut loose 
and complain and the more bitter 
the better. In the past the gripes 
have all boiled down to one gen-
eral outcry which is heard on all 
sides. The student body laments 
the inactivity and failures of the 
student government. As justifica-
tion for their failures student gov-
ernment . oficers point to the lack 
of student interest and support. 
Then, of course, the students and 
their officers damn the adminis-
tration for its failure to cooperate 
with them. The vicious circle is 
completed when the faculty and 
Letters To The Editor 
To the Editor: 
It looks as if the workers will 
never finish digging holes on the 
campus and then refilling them, 
but such work seems much more 
purposeful at the present time 
than it has before. In short, 
William and Mary is becoming 
more of a "students' college" than 
it ever has been. Those responsT 
ible are to be congratulated. 
The completion of the lodge sys-
tem and the renovation of Trinkle 
Hall will fill two of the most 
pressing of the Student needs—the 
need for gathering places for the 
men and the need for a pleasant 
atmosphere in which to eat well-
prepared food. 
If early meals are any indication 
the cafeteria will be a much safer 
place for unwary young students 
this year. While this particular 
point has long been one for which 
a remedy was needed, the. new 
cafeteria system: looks as if it was 
Worth waiting for. Now perhaps 
the ex-GI's can forget about army 
mess halls. 
Close inspection shows that a 
good job was done on the fratern-
ity lodges. The workmanship for 
the most part appears excellent, 
and the college's part of the furn-
ishing well taken care of. It 
would have been helpful if con-
struction had been completed a 
little sooner, but I guess we can't 
have everything. 
Such improvements, along with 
the advancenments being made in 
the advancement being made in 
William and Mary an increasingly 
popular school long after the post-
war boom of students has died. 
And the increased popularity and 
higher academic level of the col-
lege will increase t h e value of the 
W&M degree to the individual. 
Students should never forget, 
however, that the school is only as 
good as the individuals who go to 
make it up and that the degree is 
only as good as the name and s tan-
dards of the school. 
(Name withheld by request). 
* . * * * 
To the Editor: 
As a William and Mary upper-
classman, I should like to express 
a little disgust at the treatment of 
some of the members of the fresh-
man class under the guise of t ra-
dition. Certain members of the 
student body are carrying the idea 
to the extreme and making a nui-
sance of themselves. 
The Flat Hat should take a stand 
condemning such practices, which 
tend to be degrading not only to 
the freshmen, but also to the en-
tire school. 
• (Name withheld by request). 
administration point their long 
lean fingers of accusation at the 
student body's lack of responsibil-
ity. Later, when we all become 
re-established, some of you will 
for the first time hear this thund-
erous chorus of two thousand 
voices, singing several different 
tunes at once. When you' hear 
these tunes one at a time they all 
ring true. It makes one wish that 
these chorusters could get to-
gether more often. 
One of the peculiar customs 
firmly established here is that of 
paying more than value. This 
needs no elaboration if you have 
eaten in the college cafeteria (I.' 
have figured that if I eat one meal 
a day my food book may last 
thirty days). Another pertinent 
example is furnished by the new 
fraternity lodges. There is an old 
legal maxim which seems to fit the 
lodges as regards to* price, "No 
matter how small, no matter how 
humble, every man's home is his 
palace," or to put it another way, 
no matter how small, no matter 
how humble, every frat's lodge 
must cost as much as a palace. 
Ability Of Administration 
Not to be overlooked in our re-
sume of W&M's eccentricities is 
the ability of the administration to 
lose things. This is the only place 
in the world where a hay stack 
can be lost in a needle. Can you 
imagine .losing a wooden platform 
used for dances in the Sunken 
Gardens, or canoes once found on 
Lake Matoaka, or horses once 
lodged in the college's own stables? 
Which reminds me the stable must 
have been lost also. It is.so bad, 
we even worry for fear we will 
find our dormitory missing when 
we come back from weekend trips. 
Some may think after reading 
this, (or will any one read this 
far?), that this is a hell of a 
school to attend, and they are 
right. I t is a hell of a fine place 
to spend four years if you decide 
to be a real part of the school and 
want to obtain an education and 
enjoy yourself in the process. If 
you get the most from William 
and Mary while you are a student, 
you must do your best to see that 
the students who come after you 
will have as pleasant a cereer as 
you, if not more so. Make this 
your goal and William and Mary 
becomes a better school for you ' 
than you could find anywhere. 
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Restoration Offers Passes To Students, 
Faculty Members For Present Session 
The privilege of visiting, with-
out charge, the six exhibition 
"buildings of Colonial Williamsburg 
is accorded students and faculty 
members of the College of William 
and Mary to enable a firsthand 
study of the architecture, art, fur-
nishings, decoration and social 
customs of the 18th century. 
The special passes for the aca-
demic year 1948-49 are available 
upon request at ' the Goodwin 
Building, administrative headquar-
ters of Colonial Williamsburg, the 
organization that is maintaining 
and carrying forward the restora-
tion of central portions of the city. 
Kenneth Chorley, President of 
Colonial Williamsburg, first ex-
tended the pass privilege in Feb-
ruary, 1946, and since that time 
hundreds of students of the col-
lege have taken advantage of the 
opportunity to study firsthand the 
unique restoration propect. 
The passes cover repeated ad-
missions to the Royal Governor's 
Palace, the reconstructed Capitol 
Building, the Public Gaol, Raleigh 
Tavern, George Wythe House, and 
the Ludwell-Paradise House. At 
each of the exhibition buildings, 
women in colorful dress escort stu-
dents and other visitors and ex-
plain the history and furnishings 
of the restored or reconstructed 
structures. 
In 19,18, women were admitted 
to the College of William and 
Mary for the first time by act of 
the General Assembly. 
Brooks Sets Deadline 
For Graduate Exams 
Deadline for the Graduate Rec-
ord Examination to be given Mon-
day, October 25, and Tuesday, Oc-
tober 26, has been set for noon, 
October 7, by Richard B. Brooks, 
director of the counseling office. 
The examination is administered 
once every three months on a na-
tionwide basis, since many gradu-
ate schools of the United States 
and Canada require the results as 
one of the credentials for admis-
sion. \ The fee is ten dollars, pay-
able at the beginning of the first 
testing session. 
All students interested should 
apply directly to Brooks in Wash-
ington 213 from 8:30 A. M. to noon, 
'and from 1:00 P. M. to 4:00 P. M. 
Eva Barron Describes Experiences 
As Guest Editor O n 'Mademoiselle* 
"This is a far cry from my sum-
mer work," said Eva Kafka Bar-
ron, William and Mary's contribu-
tion to the Mademoiselle staff of 
August Guest Editors. Your re -
porter found Eva vigorously ab-
sorbed in scrubbing her corner of 
DINE AND DANCE 
Buck's College Inn 
Look For the Blue Canopy — By-Pass Road 
SPECIAL ONLY TO PFSc M STUDENTS 
CHICKEN BOX LUNCHES DELIVERED TO YOUR ROOMS 
FOR ONLY $1.00 
•
 J/2 Crisp Lucious Pried Chicken • 2 Light-as-a-Feqther Home-
Juicy Meat made Rolls 
• Crunchy Shoestring Potatoes • Mouth-watering Sweet Pickle 
Chips 
Pick up Your Phone—Call 773 
Music By Freddy Marton's College Orchestra—-Featuring Ho t Lips Warner and 
Drummer-boy Kelly.—Friday, Saturday and Sunday. 
ALSO 
T h e First and Only Commercial Television on the Peninsula—Shows Nightly— 
N o Cover Charge. 
Eva Kafka Barron 
the kitchen at the old Theta Delt 
house. "And just a month ago I 
was sitting at my glass-topped-
modern-design desk, pounding out 
fashion copy—but don't get me 
wrong, I love my new domestic 
role too." 
Eva was one of the twenty guest 
editors Mile chooses annually from 
over 1000 college board members. 
The choice is made on the basis of 
three trial assignments submitted 
throughput the school year. Guest 
editors are invited to spend the 
month of June at Mile's offices in 
New York, helping to - write and 
edit the college issue. 
"The theme of the issue was 
magic, and during our definitely 
magical month we were hurled in-
to a glamorous round of dinner 
and cocktail parties, expensive 
fashion shows, and interviews with 
celebrities- from Trygve Lie to 
James Thurber." 
., Another high spot of the month 
was the Jobs and Futures Confer-
ence at which the lucky twenty 
interviewed' young women who 
had made a name for themselves 
in fashion, editing, Social or politi-
cal fields, questioned them about 
their starts, and were cautioned 
about the pitfalls that beset young 
career seekers. 
"But the most wonderful sur-
prise came when at the end of the 
month I found out that I could stay 
for the rest of the summer. Al-
ready I had seen myself nostal-
gically placing my souvenirs—the 
matchbook lifted from Mayor O'-
Dwyer's study, the fashion show 
favors and so on—into a box 
marked 'Mademoiselle Magic', but 
instead I was able to continue as 
a junior editorial assistant in the 
College Board Department until 
the end of August. 
Eva believes that the contacts 
and experiences of the summer 
will be invaluable stepping stones 
in her career. 
Cheerleadinq Try-Outs 
Set For Thursday 
"Freshman men are urged to t ry 
out for the two vacant positions 
on the cheerleading squad on 
Thursday, September 30, at 6:30 
P. M. in Phi Beta Kappa Hall," de-
clared C. Warren Smith, president 
of the student body. 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
Sunday Service 
at 11:00 A. M. 
Sunday School 
at 9:45 A. M. 
Wednesday eveningr meeting' at 
8:00 P. M. 
You are cordially invited to at-
tend all the services. 
Qama 
is a great 
cigarette— 
•cool, mild and 
•full'flavored 
.the choice of 
experience 
B. J. Bcynolda Tobiwo Company. 
WlDJto»-3»l«m, North CaioUn» 
mtd she's m&rfh listening *o imV 
//te&0v 
A Decca Release 
J^ W E E T swinging Monica Lewis is 'more than 
ever a "rave-fave" wi th her latest ballad. 
Monka herself sdys t h a t " A Tree in the Meadow," 
a top-ten ballad, is her favorite new recording 
A*nd her favorite cigarette is Camel. As 
Monica puts it, "After trying and comparing 
many different brands, I find Camels suit me best." 
Try Camels oh your " T - Z o n e " - " T " for 
taste, " T " for throat. See for yourself 
J why, wi th millions who have tried 
/ and compared, Camels are the 
.j "choice of experience." 
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Four Restaurants Open In Vicinity; 
Colonial to Install Bowling Alley 
Prominent among the summer 
changes in Williamsburg is the 
number of new restaurants that 
have opened. 
The old Snack Shack on Rich-
mond Road has ben transformed 
into the Ivy House under the man-
agement of Dave Rutledge, for-
mer William and Mary student of 
the class of '38. Rutledge major-
ed in economics and business and 
since his graduation has managed 
country clubs and restaurants. 
The Ivy House is decorated en-
tirely in green with English ivy 
prints on the walls of the alcove. 
The shelves in back feature 
growing ivy. Specialties include 
steak, tossed salad, and french 
fried onion rings, made from an old 
Mobile, Ala., recipe. 
The Pickwick, which opened the 
last of July, specializes in Koscher 
meats and does its own baking. 
Bertha M. Hudgins, manager, 
stated, "We are a typical delica-
tessen located at 421 Prince 
George Street. While summer 
school was in session a large 
amount of our business consisted 
of college students who got snacks 
to take out." 
Also under new management is 
the Colonial Restaurant just off 
Richmond Road. It is now operat-
ed by George Callas and Danny 
Campas of Indian Grill fame. This 
is the largest restaurant in Wil-
limsburg, having a seating capa-
city of 150. The walls are de -
corated by large photographs of 
Bruton Parish Church, the Wren 
Building, the Capitol, and the 
Palace. 
Now under construction down-
stairs are eight bowling alleys and 
a grill where sandwiches and ham-
burgers will be sold. The alleys 
will also be used by the college 
for classes and tournaments. "We 
have the largest and most mod-
ern kitchen in Tidewater Vir-
ginia," stated Callas. Soon col-
lege students will be able to pur-
chase meal tickets to be used at the 
restaurant. 
Under the management of Leon 
Johnson, The Harvey House, a 
branch of chain restaurants, has 
opened on Duke of Gloucester 
Street. The attractive window 
display of sodas and sundaes is 
an example of the specialties. The 
Harvey House offers double»horse-
shoe counters and booths. There 
is also a private dining room for 
larger parties. 
Using yellow and blue as its 
color scheme, The Wilmar, under 
the management of E. B. Kirkpat-
rick, Jr., and J. L. De Innocentes, 
is a new coffee shop, located on 
Jamestown Road behind Barrett 
Hall. It is noted for its low prices 
and as a convenience for the stu-
dents because it is opened from 7 
A. M. to 1 A. M. 
Visit The New Wigwam! 
ENLARGED SODA FOUNTAIN 
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES FROM 
THE GRILL 
MOUTH WATERING PASTRIES! 
NEW HOURS! 
Open 8 A. M. Close 11 P. M. 
Jane Segnitz To Head 
Historical Film Library 
Jane Segnitz, a graduate of 
William and Mary in 1947, has 
been appointed film librarian for 
Colonial Williamsburg, effective 
October 1. 
During her college life, Jane 
served as Managing Editor of the 
Flat Hat and as an assistant in 
the history department. In 1947 
she accepted the position of assis-
tant to the film librarian of Col-
onial Williamsburg. In her new 
capacity she will have direct 
charge of films and slides main-
tained by the organization J h a t is 
carrying forward the historic res-
toration of Williamsburg. 
Testing Service Wilf Offer Law Exam 
On Four Saturdays During Next Year 
The Law School Admission Test, 
required of candidates by a num-
ber of law schools throughout the 
country, will be offered four times 
in the coming year, according to 
the Educational Testing Service, 
which prepares and administers 
the test in cooperation with twen-
ty leading law schools. 
Candidates may take the LSAT 
on Saturday, November 13, Feb-
ruary 19, May 7, and August 6. 
Administrations are held at nu-
merous local centers in all parts 
of the country. Since many law 
schools select their freshman 
classes in the spring preceding: 
their entrance, the ETS advises: 
candidates for admission to next 
year's classes to take either the 
November or February test where 
possible. Each candidate should 
inquire of his prospective law 
school whether or not he is ex-
pected to offer it. 
Application forms and a Bul-
letin of Information, which gives 
details of registration and admin-
istration, as well as sample ques-
tions, are available from the Edu-
cational Testing Service, Box 592,. 
Princeton, N. J. 
More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined? 
An impartial poll covering all the Southern tobacco markets reveals the smofcirag: preference 
of the men who real ly know tobacco—auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen-. M o r e o f 
these independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two 
leading brands combined. 
So for your own real deep-down smoking enjoyment, smoke the smoke tobacco experts smoke; 
COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COM PAN y 
LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO 
So round, so firm, so fully packed — so free and easy on tbe draw 
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Indians Will Encounter Deacons Here Saturday 
SMOKE SIGNALS 
BY BILL GREER 
One of the things that makes 
football the great institution it is 
was displayed in the North Caro-
lina-Texas game last, week at 
Chapel Hill when Coach Blain 
Cherry of the Longhorns called 
iiis entire team to the middle of 
ihe field at the close of the game 
10 apologize for the action of one 
sf his players. 
During the course of the spirit-
ed contest, some bitterness arose 
between the linemen and a Texas 
player flattened a North Carolina 
tackle al la Joe Louis. Of course 
the player was ejected from the 
game to the boos of the gathered 
throng and the visitors penalized 
half the distance of the goal. 
But when the game was over 
and the North Carolinians had 
sained full revenge for the hum-
iliating defeat suffered in the 
Lone Star State last year, Coach 
Cherry called his entire team, 
to the center of the football 
field and made his apology to 
the winners more effective. 
T h e game was one of the hard-
est fought contests in years at 
Keenan Staduim, even though the 
score does not indicate it. T h e 
keen desire to win, and to win 
fairly, is sometimes carried to the 
point of personal conflict, but the 
fact that the teams can walk away 
friends at the end of the game is 
an encouraging aspect of our way 
of life and has come to be one of 
the greatest features of American 
tradition. 
The game Saturday, however, 
caused consternation in Wil-
liamsburg. 
The game clearly indicated 
that the Chapel Hill Express, de-
railed fit the early port of the 
1947 season, is now ready to roll. 
Indeed, the Tarheels may well 
be among the top three of the 
country this year. 
And, judging from what Boston 
College did to Wake Forest last 
Friday night (26-9), it looks as if 
that team may well be in $he class 
with the Chapel Hill Hotshots. 
If the Braves are to have suc-
cess with their schedule, they must 
make good showings against these 
two, as well as Arkansas. -A clean 
sweep of the slate, now improb-
able, would boost the Braves to 
:he prominence toward which they 
have been steadily advancing since 
''King Carl" Voyles took over with 
the grid Restoration of the Colon-
ial City in 1939". 
And, incidentally, this year's 
crop of freshmen look like some of 
those who composed the "Fabu-
lous Freshmen" of 1939 which 
listed such names as Marvin Bass, 
Buster Ramsey and Harvey John-
son. 
Crystal Ball Department: The 
Indians, in good shape, seem 
ready for Wake Forest and 
should come through by a couple 
of touchdowns after a hard 
fight. . . Virginia looks too good 
for VPI, although not to the ex-
tent of 41-7 like last year. . . 
An improved George Washing-
ton eleven, appears ready to take 
VMI. . . The Tarheels of North 
Carolina may have to work to 
hold the score down while beat-
ing Georgia. . . Cornell looks 
ready to add to Navy's woes. . . 
Duke over Tennessee at home. 
CO-CAPTAIN 
AN OUTSTANDING STUDENT, 
"RED"PLANS TO COACH 
APTER GRADVAT/ON.. 
WILUAM&MARY 
- PLAY/NG -MS TN/RD 
SEASON AS A REGULAR^ 
TU£J0IIMOUCITY, TENAL 
TACKLE/SADEPT 
AT ALL PHASES Of 
THE L/NEGAA/E... 
— Am TOR. 
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HE RETURNED fROM 
SERWCE MUCH NEAI//E-/R 
.....ANDWENT UP 70 A , 
SOLID Z/S LBS. TH/S Y£AR 7 
Jack Cloud, great William and 
Mary fullback, gained over a half 
mile rushing last season and was 
thrown for losses which amounted 
to less than 20 yards. His longest 
gain was on a pass interception in 
the Wake Forest game, however. 
Tribe Cagers 
Open Practice 
By Hugh DeSamper 
Candidates for the Tribe bas-
ketball team began working out 
immediately upon arrival last 
week. Coach Barney Wilson stat-
ed that this action was taken in 
order to have the team ready for 
their rugged schedule beginning 
December 1, and in the hopes that 
the team would "get hot" earlier 
in the season this year. 
Coach Wilson, when questioned 
about the schedule, moaned, "We'll 
be lucky to have enough boys to 
finish the season—it will be rough 
going." He was particularly de-
pressed over the loss of co-captain 
Charlie Teach, and Johnny Green, 
of last year's squad. "They will 
be very hard to replace and we 
are going to miss them." Both 
Teach and Green were outstanding 
hoopsters, sparking the team often 
to big rallies. 
The outlook was not all black, 
though, as, Wilson" expressed the 
opinion that the men who sparked 
the varsity late last season were 
predominantly freshmen, , a n d 
could be expected to be better 
schooled in the fundamentals this 
year. Their teamwork began to 
?ome around toward the end of last 
season, -and can naturally be ex-
pected to. click earlier this year. 
Due to the fact that it is so 
early in the school year, the full 
squad has not yet reported, and 
things are a bit unsettled. Among 
the first to report for practice 
were "Fuzz" MacMillan, Charlie 
Sokol, Bob Holley, Chet,Giermak, 
Sherman Robinson and Steve Sie-
: gert. Thus far no captain has 
been chosen for this season—this 
selection has been reserved for a 
later date. 
A new face has been added to 
the coaching staff in the person of 
Tip Downing. He will act as grad-
uate assistant to Coach Barney 
See BARNEY WILSON, Page 7 
Indians Stop Davidson, 14*6; 
Reserves See Much Action 
Coach Rube McCray of the Wil-
liam and Mary grid machine de-
nied the visiting scouts a glimpse 
at the powerful offensive attack 
his Indians are alleged to own as 
the Big Green team was satisfied 
with a rather unimpressive 14-6 
victory over Davidson's Wildcats 
Saturday night at Charlotte, N. C. 
The first team functioned as a 
unit for only a small part of the 
game, and it was obvious that 
McCray was not attempting to run 
up the score on the Wildcats. 
William and Mary's offensive 
power became evident in the first 
period and in the early- minutes of 
the second quarter when Tommy 
Korczowski passed for two touch-
downs and the reserves took over. 
In the first period,'' the Indians 
took over on a fumble on the 
Davidson 32 and in a moment Kor-
czowski rifled a touchdown pass 
to Co-Captain Lou Hoitsma for 
the first W&M touchdown of the 
season. Buddy Lex kicked the 
extra point. ' 
For the second Tribe score, the 
Braves drove deep into Wildcat 
territory and exchanged fumbles, 
recovering on the Davidson nine in 
Al Thomas Requests 
Runners To Report 
Al Thomas, track and cross-
country coach, has asked that 
men interested in participating 
on the cross-country team report 
to him in the gymnasium or on 
the freshman side of the sta-
dium as soon as possible. Candi-
dates may also report to Fran-
cis McFall, assistant coach. 
The season is rapidly approach-
ing, and William amd Mary will 
sponsor its second teams in the 
sport since it was resumed last 
year following the wartime 
lapse. 
the opening minutes of the second 
quarter. Korczowski then hit 
wingback Henry Blanc ' for the 
touchdown and Lex again booked 
the PAT., 
Then! the game seesawed up 
and down the field until the very 
last play of the contest when Au-
burn Lambeth connected with 
Buddy Cheek for the entire 
Davidson point total. Tommy 
Thompson, giant Indian center, 
broke through to ruin Pete 
Brown's try for the extra point. 
Davidson\ had threatened on 
other, occasions, but had made the 
mistake of trying to score through 
the William and Mary line. They 
met with no success at all, being 
thrown back three downs and fail-
ing with a pass on one occasion. 
Statistically, Davidson w a s 
ahead in most departments. The 
'Cats picked up 18 first downs 
to three for William and Mary. 
They outgained the Braves 117-
56 oh the ground and 153-123 in 
the air. William and Mary com-
pleted 10 out of 34 passes while 
the opposition was able to cash in 
on five out of 18 tosses. W&M 
lost 80 yards by penalties and 
Davidson lost 30. 
McCray played three meni in 
most positions, and at least two 
men in every spot. Bob Finn 
played much of the game at cen-
ter in the absence of the injured 
Sonny Davis, Tommy Thompson's 
usual understudy. 
Fans who see the W&M-Wake 
Forest game Saturday probably 
will see the full fury of the ' In -
dian attack unleashed for the first 
time this year, since a large part of 
the practice and game work has 
been given over to experimenta-
tion and concentration on reserve 
power. 
Virginia colleges in general had 
a rough week end. 
The, University of Virginia, 
plagued by some shoddy line play, 




Coach Rube McCray's William 
and Mary Indians -will get their 
strongest test of the early season 
Saturday when the Demon Dea-
cons of Wake' Forest invade Cary 
Field for an important Southern 
Conference at 2:30 P. M. 
The game will mark the first 
home appearance of the defend-
ing Southern Conference cham-
pions who will be out to continue 
their clean slate against Wake 
Forest teams. In past years, the 
Indians have won four and lost 
none to the Deacons. 
The Wake Forest team which 
comes to Williamsburg this week 
will be an entirely different one 
from the ponderous machine which 
McCray's keyed-up Indians beat 
into submission last year. 
Coach D. C. (Peahead) Walker, 
wearer of colorful attire and 
chief mastermind of the Baptists, 
has installed the T formation in 
place of 'the single wing which had 
been used by his teams. So the 
emphasis will be on speed and 
sharp offensive play rather than 
the bulldozing tactics which have 
been used in other years by teams 
from the North Carolina school. 
The Deacons expect to be 
stronger offensively this year 
while admitting the possibility of 
a weaker defense in 1948. Early 
games played by that team seem 
to bear out that contention. Gone 
are some the best of the gridironj 
talent which performed for Wal-
ker last year. Among the missing 
is Nick Ognovich, one of the most 
talented blocking backs of the con-
ference in recent years and three 
time winner of the Jacobs Trophy 
• for being the outstanding blocker 
in the loop. ~ 
Gone too are the top four guards 
from 1947, All-Southern Ed Roys-
ton, Bob Leonetti, Richard (Bud) 
Wed el and Jim Camp, Co-captain 
at center, Jeffrey Brogdon at de-
fensive fullback, Carl Haggard at 
halfback, Sidney Martin at tackle 
and Leon Dombroski at guard. 
Key man'of the Deacon attack 
this year is Tom Fetzer, a fine ball 
handler and passer from Reids-
ville who will play behind the 
center, " The backfield includes 
such standouts as Bill, Gregus, 
freshman of the year last fail, Har-
ry Dpwda at right half and Senior 
Bud Lail at the fullback post. 
George Pryor, fullback on whom 
Walker had counted heavily, was 
declared ineligible shortly after 
the beginning of practices in Sep-
tember. 
But some of the beefy line which 
played for Wake Forest last year 
is back, and the foreward wall 
averages 207 this fall. 
While the Indians will be mak-
ing every effort to score another 
impressive victory over the Dea-
cons, McCray has lost some key 
men, too. Last year, William and 
Mary played one of its best games 
in downing Wake Forest, 21-0 soon 
after the Deacons had defeated 
North Carolina and Carolina had 
won over W&M. 
Both first string guards from the 
1947 W&M. team, Knox Ramsey 
and Bill Safko, have left the Res-
ervation, as have the two co-cap-
tains, Ralph Sazio and Bob Steckr 
roth. From the backfield, the In-
dians lost ace passer Stan Magd-
ziak and blocking back Tom Mi-
kula as well as such reserves as 
Herb Poplinger and Jack Hoey. 
The Indian line has assumed a 
different appearance, with George 
Hughes moving from center to 
guard where he is teamed with 
Jim McDowell, and Moe Kish and 
Vito Ragazzo have moved in to fill 
the left side of the line. 
Frank O'Pella has been shifted 
from center and is performing 
quite well at that position. But he 
is out for two weeks with an in-
jury and may be replaced by Billy 
Harrison. 
The rest of the Braves back-
field shapes up about the same as. 
See iW&M TO PLAY, Page 6 
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2 ommy Thompson Stars A t Pivot Post 
For Fourth Season On Indian Squad 
By Earle M. Copp 
Mainstay in William and Mary's 
rugged forward line is Tommy 
Thompson, veteran of three col-
lege campaigns who holds down 
the center position for Coach R. 
N. McCray's football phenomena. 
Tommy began his career at the 
Reservation in 1944 but took a 
brief recess in the XT. S. Army. 
West Point Military Academy very 
nearly snatched him from this 
campus in 1946, but he returned 
on the morning of the first W&M 
game of the season, jumped into 
his regalia, and played a tremen-
dous game against Fort McClellan. 
A triple-threat man is one who 
can pass, run, and kick, but 
Thompson is another kind of triple 
threat for the season of 1948. He 
is not only playing the forward 
wall, but is calling both offensive 
and defensive signals. 
All-Southern center last year on 
both Associated Press and Unit-
ed Press teams, Tommy weighs 
220 and stands 6 feet, 1 inch. His 
play for last season's conference 
champions also netted him a first 
place berth on the All-State team 
and an honorable mention on the 
Associated Press All-America sel-
ection. 
Pro football scouts have already 
spotted this red-headed terror 
from Woodbridge, N. J. He has 
appeared on the draft lists of both 
the Washington Redskins and the 
All-America Conference champs, 
the Cleveland Browns. 
Coach McCray has said that 
Thompson is one of the finest cen-
ters to ever appear in the Braves' 
sjline-up, and many another coach 
and scout will back up this state-
ment. A senior here, he played 
more than three-quarters of every 
game on the 1947 season. 
He plays a very rugged type of 
football, and his play assignments 
Tommy Thompson, Indian Center 
Big Redhead 'Lineman of the Week' 
usually include a block of a back-. 
er-up rather than a lineman. On 
defense he is seldom out of the 
play and is continually dogging 
the opponent's offensive maneu-
vers by being in on many a tackle. 
Last year he intercepted two 
passes for 12 yards. He was also a 
standout in downfield blocking. 
Tommy is one of the chief rea-
sons for Jack Cloud's success. 
When these two get together for 
a line plunge there is an inevitable 
giving away in the opposition's de-
fense and needed yardage is gain-
ed. 
Thompson, who is 21, married 
the former Miss Barbara Daugh-
tery last summer. Mrs; Thomp-
son is also a senior at William 
and Mary. 
Women's Athletic Association Holds 
Picnic For New Women Students 
The Women's Athletic Associa-
tion held a picnic Thursday, Sep-
tember 23 at Matoaka Park for all 
new incoming students. President 
Jimmy Murphy and head of the 
physical .education department, 
Dr. Caroline Sinclair welcomed the 
girls and introduced the teachers 
within the department and also the 
managers of the different sports. 
A booklet compiled by the H2E 
Club with the assistance of the As-
sociation and the department were 
given to all the women in order 
that they might have an introduc-
tion to the athletic activities of the 
women of the college. It contains 
such information as the names of 
the different clubs and interest 
groups in the field of womens' 
sports, the point system and 
awards in connection with the 
intramural program and a tenta-
tive calendar for 1948-49. * 
Coaches of the Southern Confer-
ence picked R. N. (Rube) McCray 
of William and Mary as the 
"Coach of the Year" at the con-
clusion of the 1947 gridiron cam-
paign. 
W&M To Play 
Wake Forest 
c 
(Continued from Page 5) 
it did at the start of last season, 
with Jack Cloud at fullback, Hen-
ry Blanc at wingback and the sen-
sational Tommy Korcfcowski at 
tailback. 
Probable starting lineups: 





































Indian Frosh Eleven6 
Will Play Maryland 
The William and Mary Fresh-
man football team will tangle with 
the Frosh of the University of 
Maryland Friday night at 8 at 
Newport News. The game will be 
played at Saunders Stadium, the 
Newport News High.School field. 
The game will mark the first 
time a William and Mary fresh-
man team has functioned as such 
since 1943. Between that time 
and last July 1, freshmen were 
eligible to participate on varsity 
teams. 
Danny Says, Try The New Student Policy at The . . . 
Colonial Restaurant and Grill 
"WILLIAMSBURG'S FINEST" 
SPECIAL LUNCHEONS SERVED J-ROM 11:00 A. M. TO 5:00 P. M. 
MEAL BOOKS $5.50 FOR $5.00 
WEDNESDAYS SPECIALS 
Chopped Sirloin, Fried Onions, Broccoli, Whipped Potato 80 
Broiled Single Pork Chop, Apple Sauce, 
Lima Beans, French Fries 80 
Baked Macaroni and Cheese, Fresh Lima Beans, Broccoli 70 
Italian Spaghetti, Parmesan Cheese 65 
Assorted Vegetable Plate .70 
HOT ROLLS BUTTER COFFEE OR ICE TEA SERVED WITH ABOVE ORDERS 
0
 MENU CHANGED DAILY 
OPEN 7:00 A. M, TO 10:00 P. M. 
Opposite William and Mary Stadium 
Lineman of the week in the state 
in the first full week end of play of 
the 1948 season was Tommy 
Thompson, big, rugged William 
and Mary center who dominated 
individual play in the Davidson 
game Saturday night in Charlotte, 
N. C. 
The 220-pound Brave pivot man 
was picked because he was the 
outstanding man, both offensively 
and defensively, on the field all 
evening. 
Thompson was the only William 
and Mary regular to play more 
than
 (a small part of the game. He 
was in for almost the entire con-
test and was a key factor in the 
W&M victory. 
Back of the week was Bob 
Thomasson, passer for VMI, who 
led his team to a three-touchdown 
victory over Catawba. 
COMING YOUR WAY! 
^ 
/ / GABANARO / / 
v_ 
Here's a rugged and handsome shirt of rayon gabardine that 
Arrow's sports shirt experts designed for,action plus comfort. 
Gabanaro comes in several smart colors and is Sanforset*T 
labeled for complete washability . . . $5.95 
*Will never shrink or stretch out of fit. 
ARROW 
S H I R T S a n d T I E S 
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS 
The Perfect Sports Shirt— 
"GABANARO" by ARROW 
Just received—a grand gabardine sports shirt—good looking, 
long-wearing, and completely washable. 
Tailored with Arrow's traditional skill, Gabanaro is a shirt 
you will be proud to wear. 
Let us show you the "Gabanaro" today. 
Frazier-Callis Company, Inc. | 
HEADQUARTERS FOR COLLEGE MEN 
-y WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 
-FOR ARROW SPORTS SHIRTS-
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Braves Open 1948 Campaign 
With Victory Over Davidson 
Action in William and Mary Opener At Charlotte 
Henry Blanc (12) and Joe Mark move in to tackle Davidson's Carl Pahl 
William and Mary's first All-
America football player was Gar-
ard (Buster) Ramsey, brother to 
Knox Ramsey who played here 
last year and is now a professional 
player. The elder is now a mem-
ber of the Chicago Cardinal team 
after having played some fine ser-
vice football with such teams as 
the Bainbridge Naval Training 
Station. 
sT 
m the Sports Section.. . 
Tailored of 
famous fabrics 
with a feeling for 
the importance 
of being casual. 
\^^T flAWSBY / 
CBOSS COIMTBY SPORTSWEAR CORP. 
Williamsburg Shop, Inc. 
WILLIAMSBURG. VIRGINIA 
Barney Wilson Qpens Court Practice 
For Approaching 1948-49 Season 
(Coatinued 
Wilson. Downing, a graduate of 
West Kentucky State Teachers 
College, was an all-star basket-
ball player while playing for that 
college. He was on the All-
Madison Square Garden team in 
194.2, and also made third team 
All-America the same year, 
Downing comes to the reservation 
from Princeton High School, Ky., 
where he served as basketball 
coach. He will assist in the early 
workouts especially, while Coach 
Wilson is tied up^ with football. 
There will be no junior varsity 
this year, according to Coach' Wil-
son, with the freshman team tak-
ing the place of the "JV's." How-
ard Smith will coach the fresh-
man team. It is expected that 
there will be several outstanding 
prospects on the squad, but it is 
still too early to make any state-
ments in connection with them. 
The 1948-1949 basketball sched-
ule is as follows: December 1, 
Langley Field, home; December 4, 
Quantico Marines, home; Decem-
ber 7, Norfolk Naval Air Station, 
NEW LOOK? 
^i^iiiiiiii^*^ 
Betty Grable, co-starred with 
Doug Fairbanks, will be seen at-
the Williamsburg Theatre on 
Oct. 1-2 in "That Lady in Er-
mine" a gay, technicolor musi-
cal directed by Ernst Lubitch. 
from Page 5) 
home; December 11, Milligan Col-
lege, home; December 14, V.M.I., 
away; December 16, Norfolk Naval 
Base, home; December 18, Wake 
Forest College, away; December 
20, Rider College, away; Decem-
ber 21, Villanova, away; Decem-
ber 22, Albright College, away; 
December 23, Seton Hall College, 
away. , 
January 4, Towson (Maryland) 
State Teachers, home; January 7, 
Georgetown University, h'o m e; 
January 8, V.M.I., home; January 
11, University of Baltimore, home; 
January 14, Washington and Lee 
University, away; Januafy 15, 
V.P.I., away; January 17, Hamp-
den-Sydney College, away; Jan-
uary 20, University of North Caro-
lina, away; January 22, Little 
Creek Naval Station, home. 
February 4, V.P.I., home; Feb-
ruary 5, North Carolina State Col-
lege, away; February 7, Furman 
University, home; February 9, 
University of Richmond, home; 
February 12, Roanoke College, 
home; February 14, Quantico Ma-
rines, away; February 18, The 
Citadel, home; February 21, Wash-
ington and Lee University, home; 
February 23, University of Vir-
ginia, away; and February 26, Uni-




Printers For The College 
Students Since Colonial. 
Days 
(Continued from Page 5) 
had to be satisfied with only a 
14-14 tie with the lightly regard-
ed Miami University, team of Ohio. 
Some brilliant backfield play 
by such aces as Barney Gill of 
Norfolk and Joe McCary were re -
sponsible for the performance of 
the Cavalier in their better mo-
ments. 
Virginia Tech, new coach and 
all, lost a stunning 13-0 decision 
to George Washington at Blacks-
burg. A rugged freshman from 
Washington, D. C , Andy Davis, 
led the Colonials to what amount-
ed to a rout of the favored Gob-
blers. 
Among the disappointed were 
Bob McNeish,.new VPI coach, and 
11,000 spectators who turned out 
to see the season's opener. 
Also in the category of an up-
set was the 10-7 victory which 
Furman imposed on Washington 
and Lee at Lexington. The Pur-
ple Hurricane came back in the 
closing minutes of the game to 
snatch the victory after trailing, 
7-3, most of the way. 
But to the surprise of nobody, 
Lou Gambino-less M a r y l a n d 
romped over the Spiders of the 
University of Richmond, 19-0. 
There was little doubt as to the 
class of the winners as they com-
pletely dominated play • before 
12,000 fans at City Stadium in 
Richmond. 
VMI had little trouble with 
smaller Catawba,. taking a 28-6 
win. 
Elsewhere in the conference, 
North Carolina stunned the Uni-
versity of Texas, 34-7, Duke anc! 
North Carolina,State battled to a 
scoreless deadlock, Clemson buried . 
Presbyterian, 53-0 and Boston Col-
lege swamped Wake Forest, 26-9 
in a game played Friday night. 
Rooms for overnight guests. 
Double — $3.50 to $5.50. "Field-
crest," 212 N. Henry St., Phone 
828. 
SPALDING 
IN THE 1924- ILLMOtS-
AUCHKaAN GXME 
RED GRANGE 
"PUT OH •FOOTBAfcl/S 
GREATEST OKE-A1AN 
t>EMONSTRA2ftON.-
BE CARfcfES> -TOE.BAU. 
EXACTED VIVE TIMES 






DAVID AND EMILY RUTLEDGE 
HOPE TO SEE YOTJ AT THEIR 
IVY HOUSE RESTAURANT 
1336 Richmond Road 
Dinner Hour from 5:30 to 9:00 p. m 
Sunday Dinner Served from noon 'till 9:00 p. m. 
Featuring Delicious Steaks, . . .. French Fried Onion Rings 
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Vic Raschi., Former W&M Student 
Paces New York Yankee Hill Staff 
By Tom Joynes 
Last winter, a short, inconspicu-
ous Associated Press dispatch, with 
the dateline "Williamsburg," told 
of a William and Mary student 
named Vic Raschi re-joining the 
the New York Yankees for the 1948 
season. Few people noticed the 
story, and fewer had ever heard 
of Vic Raschi. 
But before the season was a 
month old there were few people 
who hadn't heard of a tall, silent 
right-hander who was pitching 
the New York Yankees to a seem-
ingly comfortable lead in the 
American League. Raschi drop-
ped his first start but copped the 
next nine consecutive victories. 
To date, Vic Raschi (who was a 
member of the William and Mary 
baseball teams of the early.'40's 
and lately has continued his studies 
here) has won 19 and lost only 
seven games. 
His wins have been over some 
of the best twirlers in professional 
baseball, including the fireball 
king himself, Bob Feller. 
Most impressive of all the Ras-
chi jobs- was the one he did in the 
All-Star game. In his three in-
nings on the hill for the American 
Leaguers, Vic scattered two hits, 
walked only one and personally 
batted in the winning runs. He 
came to the plate with the bases 
loaded, a National hurler having 
just walked the previous batter 
intentionally for a crack at Ras-
chi. Vic pounded one against the 
boards for a triple, cleaning the 
bags. " 
At the plate, Raschi has proven 
himself a dangerous man with a 
stick in his hand. His batting av-
erage is nothing worth framing, 
but he's barfed in enough runs to 
win several of the ball games he's 
credited with. 
Yankee manager Buckey Harris 
was offered a couple of rookies and 
quite a hunk of change for Raschi 
before the big New York native 
had posted the victories that have 
made him the talk of the league. 
But the chief of the World Cham-
pions couldn't see any advantage 
in dropping big Vic. And now he 
WEST END 
VALET SHOP 
607 Prince George Street 
Telephony 43 
Cleaning - Pressing 
Expert Alterations 
SUITS MADE TO ORDER 
"Done Right for vYour Delight" 
Exclusively Yours 
USING THE NEW 
PERK-ETTE 
SYSTEM EXCLUSIVELY 
For Better Service See 
Your Dorm Representative 
PHONE 486 
Perk Up With Perk-ette 
says, "What a fool I'd have been 
to make that trade." 
Raschi moved to the majors 
Vic Raschi 
Yankee Ace 
half way through the 1947 cam-
paign from the Pacific Coast Class 
AAA league. His record then was 
quite good, though he did have 
some awfuj moments. 
Vic went to school here last 
September-February, then joined 
the Yanks in spring training. The 
30-year-old fattier of one, child 
probably is one of the, lowest-paid 
pitchers in the big league, but his 
1949 salary is sure to be increased 
to a healthy sum. 
Vic is a member of the Sigma 
Rho fraternity, local at William 
and Mary. 
Raschi was scheduled to pitch 
this afternoon against the Phila-
delphia Athletics in quest of his 
20th victory of the season. Man-
ager Bucky Harris is relying on 
him as the key man on the Yankee 
mound staff in an effort to catch 
the Cleveland Indians. 
Raschi has had remarkable suc-
cess against the Athletics since his 
first, appearance in the American 
League. He has won something 
like eight games and dropped none, 
to the Mackmen. 
The present phase of the sched-
ule seems to favor the Yanks in 
the pennant search, but they had 
only five games to play, including 
today's. < 
Smith Restates Entry Deadlines 
Intramural Director Howard 
Smith has restated the entry dead-
line for the two fall sports, touch 
football and tennis. The final 
date net entries will be accepted 
is October 2, while touchball 
teams may enter as late as Octo-
ber 6. 
He also pointed out . that the 
volleyball competition would be 
run concurrently with the basket-
ball program this winter. 
At present, about half the spots 
are filled on the tennis chart, with 
128 spots available in all. A new 
rule was instituted this year that 
fraternities could enter only eight 
men. That move was brought 
about because entire fraternity 
rosters were listed and the pur-
pose of the program was being de-
feated. 
Smith stated that as many fra-
ternity men as desired could play, 
but only eight would be the repre-
sentatives. 
Last year's football and tennis 
championships were both closely 
contested, with the net tournament 
being carried over into the spring 
session because of bad weather a 
part of the fall. 
The equipment room in the 
gymnasium is now open for stu-
dents to check out such things as 
tennis racquets, footballs, hand-
ball equipment and the like. 
"weH meet you at the 
» 
WILLIAMSBURG 
coffee shop and recreatioi room 
anytime. anywhere... any weather... 
k two complete coats in one 
One coat to carry you around the ca lendar . . . our famous 
Season Skipper* coat. The all-wool patented lining buttons 
in or out, sleeves and all, to keep you comfortable 
whatever the weather. Expertly tailored by the master 
craftsmen who make the famous Season Skipper men's coats, 
Season Skipper coats are never dated . . . always in fashion. 
Shown: Vassar Model in finest quality 100% 
virgin wool gabardine. Also in satin-finish Venetian. 
In exclusive men's wear fabrics. 
*Reg.U.S.Pat.Off. 
79,98 and up 
CASFTS.IFfL 
jflenAn&ula \jAofifiut^rCen£ar 
\ ^^LIAM5BUR^ ,S5RGINIA> 
PHONE 400 
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Vets May Reinstate 
Insurance Policies 
Although the easy reinstatement 
is over for most veterans, those 
whose G. I. insurance has lapsed 
less than three months still may 
reinstate without a physical ex-
amination, the Veterans Adminis-
tration has announced. 
Provided their health is as good 
as when their insurance lapsed, 
veterans can reinstate their lapsed 
policies by paying two monthly 
premiums and submitting a sim-
ple statement on their health, VA 
explained. 
Prior to July 31 veterans could 
reinstate G. I. insurance by this 
simple method regardless of how 
long their policies had lapsed. 
Now, however, all veterans whose 
insurance has lapsed more than 
three months must take a physi-
cal examination before their term 
or permanent plans of insurance 
can be reinstated. 
The Methodist Church 
Rev. Ben B. Bland, Minister 
Rev. Frederick E. Still, 
Associate 
Sunday Services 
9:45 A. M. Church School 
Special Class (for Students 
11:00 A. M. Morning Worship 
6:45 P. M. Wesley Foundation 
Worship & Fellowship Meeting 
YOU ARE CORDIALLY 
INVITED TO WORSHIP 
WITH US 
Testing Service Posts 
Schedule For Exams 
O f Pre -Med Students 
The Medical College Admission 
Test (formerly known as the Pro-
fessional Aptitude Test) required 
of candidates by a number of lead-
ing medical .colleges throughout 
the country, will be given twice 
in the coming year, according to 
the Educational Testing Service. 
Candidates may take the test on 
Saturday, October 30, 1948, or on 
Monday, February 7, 1949, at ad-
ministrations to be held at more 
than 200 local centers in all parts 
of the country. Since many medi-
cal colleges begin selecting their 
freshman classes in the fall pre-
ceding their entrance, the . ETS 
says that candidiates for admis-
sion to next year's classes will pro-
bably be advised to take the Oc-
tober test. Students interested 
should inquire of their prospective 
medical colleges whether they will 
be expected to take the test and, 
if so, on which date. 
Application forms and a Bulle-
tin of Information, which gives de-
tails of registration and adminis-
tration, as well as sample ques-
tions, are available from premedi-
cal advisers or direct from the 
Educational Testing Service, Box 
592, Princeton, N. J. Complete 
applications must reach the ETS 
office by October 16 and January 
24, respectively, for the October 
30 and February 7 administrations. 
English Exchange Student Compares Colleges 
Exeter Scholar Admires Honor System 
H. Trevor Colbourn, Exeter's 
third exchange student to Wil-
liam and Mary since the end of 
the war, arrived in New York two 
weeks ago aboard an American 
freighter. "And that first impres-
sion of the city's skyline was really 
wonderful. I've always wanted to 
come over here." 
At William and Mary Colburn 
plans to do graduate .work in his-
tory, toward a master's degree. 
Although his first impression of 
the campus was "a bit flat," the 
arrival of his roommate several 
days later brightened up his first 
opinion considerably, and he now 
finds William and Mary "very in-
teresting." 
"The first thing that struck me 
over here was the automobile sit-
uation. There are so many, and 
they are so * much bigger and 
cheaper than ours," he comment-
ed. "And at first I was inclined 
to scoff at the idea of an Honor 
System, but here it really seems 
to be working." 
_ Academic Set-Up Differs 
Comparing life in Exeter to that 
of William and Mary, Colburn not-
ed a vast difference in the aca-
demic set-up. Exeter undergrads 
attend fewer classes than students 
do here and graduate students 
attend none. All work is the stu-
dent's own responsibility and 
exams are given at the end of 
every other term. Undergradu-
ates are examined only at the end 
'rtit choice oir camjbui \eade%6... 
AT 20 UNIVERSITIES 
SENIORS CHOOSE PARKER 
WITH CLASS OFFICERS 
IT'S PARKER 3 TO t 
worlds most wanted pen 
,An impartial survey at 20 leading universities 
shows Parker is preferred by campus leaders. 
Senior men and women, senior athletes and class 
officers—all have voted Parker top choice. 
You'll find that you seem to think better—work 
faster with the sleek "51" . The precision balance 
guards against fatigue. You feel like writing! The 
51's exclusive alloy point starts instantly—glides 
with satin-smoothness. And you never need a 
blotter! This pen writes dry with new Super-
chrome—the ink created for the " 5 1 " alone. 
As a sound investment towards a successful 
school year, choose Parker " 5 1 " . . . the world's 
most-wanted pen. Pens, including new demi-size, 
$12.50 and up. Sets, $18.75 to $80.00. Choice of 
colors, custom points. The Parker Pen Com-
pany, Janesville, Wis., U. S. A.; Toronto, Can. 
of their three years' work. 
Athletics at Exeter are entirely 
student handled, the funds for 
which are obtained from gild sub-
scriptions. This is a fee levied on 
all students and which finances 
not only the college athletics but 
also all the other campus clubs 
with the exception of political or-
H. Trevor Colburn 
C O M . l t 4 B BY THE 
FAMCER VEH COKPAftY 
(25 CASH GIVEN AWAY—for interesting; true stories about Parker"51" Pens. 
Base it on your own experience—or relate the experience of some friend. $25.00 
for each story used. Just report the facts. Stories are judged on facts alone. 
All letters become our property—cannot be returned. Address: The Parker Pen 
Company, Dept. S-47, Janesville, Wisconsin. —- t 
ganizations. "So your football 
scholarships seem very strange to 
me," he stated, "but I'm eager to 
see my first game." 
Freshman orientation abroad 
parallels that at home rather close-
ly. At Exeter, this project is left 
entirely' to the various residence 
halls with each group of ''freshers" 
required to present a concert. 
"Since this comes off just about 
the time the acorns are ripe, you 
can imagine the ' results." When 
called before the seniors, freshers 
unable to answer certain questions 
are treated to a cold bath and an 
equally cold, wet bed. 
Commercials Bad 
Several weeks of listening to 
American radio programs have 
convinced him that our commer-
cials are bad and "really get one 
down." Every Englishman own-
ing a radio set pays an annual 
sum to the government for national 
up-keep of the radio station and 
three programs are sponsored 
daily without advertising. 
Bridge is very popular at Exe-
ter and is aifavorite pastime with 
Colburn. He is also highly in favor 
of American social fraternities 
and sororities. 
Although he has been living in 
Poole, England, Colburn was born 
and reared in Australia, a fact 
which may account for a notice-
able lack of British accent. 
OPA Rent Office Lists Rooms, Rents 
For Students, Faculty Living In Town 
With a record fall enrollment of about 1950 students, including 
175 married veterans, there has been a scarcity of suitable housing 
accommodations for students, veterans' families, and new faculty 
members. 
An estimated 200 members of the college have had to seek off-
campus rooms and apartments in Williamsburg, according to J. W. 
Lambert, Dean of Students.
 e 
''Sleeping rooms in rooming " 
houses and apartments which have 
been rented in the past are regis-
tered in the OPA area Rent Office. 
room 22, Old Post Office Building, 
and remain under control Stu-
dents who wish to determine ihe 
legal maximum rent for quarters 
they occupy may do so by calling 
at the area office," stated D. C. 
Renick, Rent Examiner. 
Students or faculty members 
who desire additional information 
about provisions of the rent act 
governing leases and evictions may 
obtain it from the Rent Office. 
Pehr Continues Auditions 
Auditions for the various choral 
organizations will be continued 
this week from 1 to 4 P. M., Mon-
day through Friday, according to 
Carl A. Fehr, director. 
"If anyone has a conflict with 
this schedule he may make other 
arrangements with me at the 
Music Building," declared Fehr. 
BSU Will Hold Reception 
After Wake Forest Game 
On- Saturday, October 2, after 
the Wake Forest game, the Bap-
tist Student Union will hold an 
orjen house in the Student Center 
of the Baptist Church for all Bap-
tist students. 
Dr. A. F. Ward, Jr., pastor of the 
Baptist Church, will be the speak-
er at the BSU banquet on Sunday, 
October 3, at 5:30 at the Student 
Center which is located opposite 
Monroe Hall on Richmond Road. 
The Student Center is open to 
Baptist students at all times. • 
GARDINER T. BROOKS 
Real Estate — Insurance 
Rentals 
Duke of Gloucester Street 
Phone 138 
D A N N Y ' S 
INDIAN GRILL 
OPEN STEAK SANDWICHES .50 
with french fries, lettuce and tomato 
HOT DOGS .15 
HAMBURGERS .20 
GRILLED CHEESE .15 
COMPLETE SODA FOUNTAIN 
BANANA SPLIT — HOT FUDGE SUNDAE 
REASONABLE BREAKFAST SERVED FROM 7 A. M.-12 A. M. 
OPEN 7 A. M. 'til 12 P. M. 
For All Your 
Dry Cleaning Needs 
See 
Collins Cleaners and Dyers 
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 
:? 
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Royalist Awards 
Prizes To Writers 
Of Prose, Poetry 
A criticism of The Love Son-
nets of Edna St. Vincent Millay by 
Clarice Garrison and a group of 
three sonnets by Ann Barlow are 
the first prize winners of prose and 
poetry in the last edition of the 
Royalist. 
The second prize winner in 
prose was To Maudie by Emma 
Jean Ballance and the second 
prize in poetry was won by Peter 
Boynton for his Poem. 
The Koyalist, the quarterly lit-
erary publication, awarded the last 
scholarship to Peter Boynton for 
winning the.most prizes last year. 
The first and second prizes are 
ten and five dollars, respectively. 
"Try-outs for staff membership 
will not be held till the second 
semester but all students are urged 
to submit material, either in prose 
or verse," stated Dick Bethiards, 
editor. New additions to the staff 
are Patricia Stringham, Glenn 
Garrison and Dorothy Butts. 
Bethards also announced that 
the first staff meeting will be held 
Friday, October 1, at 4 P. M. in 
the Royalist office. The deadline 




To All Freshmen 
BRING THIS AD TO 
Von Dubell 
Studio 




— September 28 Through October 5 On The — 
College Calendar 
TUESDAY, September 28 
Mortar Board meeting—Kappa Kappa Gamma House, 4-5 P. M. 
Student Religious Union meeting—Phi Mu House; 6 P. M.' 
Wesley foundation cabinet meetings—Methodist Church, 6:30 P. M. 
Colonial Echo try-outs—Publications Office, 7-8 P. M. 
Balfour-Hillel Club meeting—Baptist Student Center, 7-8 P. M. 
Junior class meeting—Washington 300, 7-8 P. M. 
Sophomore class meeting—Washington 200, 7-8 P. M. 
Fraternity Association meeting—Wren 104, 7 P. M. 
Flat Hat try-outs—Dodge Rqpm, 7:30-8:30 P. M. , 
WEDNESDAY, September 29 
Canterbury Club Communion—Wren Chapel, 7:25-8 A. M. 
Home Economics Club reception—Washington 303, 4-5 P. M. 
Vespers—Wren Chapel, 6:30 P. M. 
Freshman Tribunal—Plii Beta Kappa Hall, 7-8 P. M. 
Wythe Law Club meeting—Dodge Room, 7:30-8:30 P. M. 
THURSDAY, September 30 
Royalist staff meeting—Publications Office, 4-6 P. M. 
Canterbury Club Evensong—Wren Chapel, 5-5:45 P. M. 
Pi Beta Phi initiation-i-House, 6:30 P. M. 
Newman Club meeting—Washington 100, 7 P. M. 
Der Stuben Verein meeting—Washington 200, 7-8 P. M. 
Scarab Club meeting—Fine Arts library, 7 P. M. 
FRIDAY, October 1 
Autumn Convocation—Phi Beta Kappa Hall, 11 A. M. 
Kappa Alpha Theta initiation—House, 7-10 P. M. 
Balfour-Hillel Club service—Wren Chapel, 7-8 P. M. 
Sophomore elass dance—small cafeteria, 9 P. M. to midnight. • 
SATURDAY, October 2 
William and Mary vs.,Wake Forest—Cary Field, 2 P. Mi 
Baptist Student Union open house—Baptist Student Center, 
7-11 P. M. 
SUNDAY, October 3 
Wesley Foundation meeting—Methodist Church, 9:45 A. M. .• . 
Lutheran Students Association Vespers—Wren Chapel, 5-6 P. M. 
Baptist Student Union meeting and banquet—Baptist Student 
Center, 5:30-8 P. M. 
Canterbury Club Evensong practice—,Bruton Parish House, 6-8 
P . M. 
Canterbury Club supper—Bruton Parish House, 6-8 P. M. 
Westminster, Fellowship-meeting—Presbyterian Church, 6-8 P. M.-
Wesley'Foundation supper—Methodist Church,-6:45 P. M. 
Newman Club discussion—Dodge Room, 7-8 P . M . 
Balfour-Hillel Club service—Wren Chapel, 7-8 P. M. 
MONDAY, October 4 
' Balfour-Hillel service—Wren Chapel, 10-12 A. M. 
Pan Hellenic Council meeting—Wren 200, 6:30 P. M. 
Pan Hellenic mass meeting for new students—Phi Beta Kappa 
Hall, 7-8 P. M. 
TUESDAY, October 5 
Mortar Board meeting—Kappa Kappa Gamma House, 4.-5 P; M. 
Biology Club meeting—Washington 100, 4 P . M . 
Chi Delta Phi meeting—Pi Beta Phi House, 5-6 P. M. 
WSCGA exam—Washington 100, 200 and 300, 7 P. M. 
* Student Assembly meeting—Apollo Room, 7T8 P. M. 
International Relations Club meeting—Dodge Room, 8-9 P. M. 
Colonial Echo staff meeting—Publications Office, 8-9 P. M. 
Debate Council meeting—Washington 300, 8 P. M. 
Varsity Club meeting—Blow Gym lounge, 8-9 P. M. 
Psychology Club meeting—Barrett east living room, 8 P . M . 
Flat Hat editors meeting—Publications Office, 8 P. M. 
' Flat Hat staff meeting—Marshall-Wythe 302, 9 P . M. 
Thirteen William And Mary Veterans 
Attend ROTC Camp At Fort Bragg 
DUNGAREES, Size 28-42 - $1.98 
PLAID SHIRTS1, Size 14-1-7 - - - - - - - - $2.29 up 
MOCCASINS, Size 6-12 - •-- - $2.95 & $3.95 
Sweat Shirts in AH Colors 
Size—Small, Med., Large... $1.75 
Tennis, Hunting-, and Fishing- Equipment 




Famous House of Good Foods 
Headquarters For College Gatherings 
{Student Specials Offered Daily) 
Chicken Chow Mein .75 Italian Spaghetti .60 
Try Our Steak Sandwiches with French Fried Potatoes 
and Cold Slaw .40 
Jumbo Hamburgers with French Fried Potatoes and Pickle .25 
TREAT YOURSELF WITH "MOMMA" STEVE'S FRENCH COOKIES 
WESTERN STEAKS, CHOPS 
OPEN 6 A. M. - 12:00P. M. 
FRESH SEA FOOD DAILY 
Telephone 732 
Thirteen veterans reprsented 
William and Mary's ROTC unit at 
Ft. Bragg's Artillery. , Summer 
Camp during a six-week period 
early this summer. 
The group, which was the first 
such in the history of the college, 
participated in a combined artil-
lery and airborne program along 
with groups from 25 other schools 
and colleges, as well as /West 
Point's class of 1950. 
The cadets of the ROTC used 
the 82 Airborne Division's person-
nel and equipment fpr training, 
Each student had three opportuni-
ties to apply the lessons in gun-
nery taught at William and Mary 
by directing the cannon fire of ^the 
Division's batteries. 
The outstanding" phase of the 
airborne or parachute training was 
a voluntary jump from a dummy. 
plane located on a forty-foot tow-
er. Another memorable period 
was spent watching, the develop-. 
ment of a tactical problem in-
volving the dropping of a com-
plete parachute battalion from the 
Air Forces latest type transports. 
This was followed by a landing 
operation' of gliders from which 
jeeps and artillery pieces were 
seen to emerge. 
Theoretically, the paratroopers 
met an obstacle in their "attack" 
on a hill, and to demonstrate co-
ordination of the armed services 
a fighter squadron located hun-
dreds of miles from the North 
Carolina "battlefield" was called 
on for a close-support mission. 
The F-51's actually flew from a 
base in Ohio to demonstrate dive-
bombing, strafing and rocketing of 
an enemy strongpoint. Other dem-
onstrations involved the use of 
heliocopters, new methods Of com-
munication, firing of the Army's 
largest guns, and operation of ra-
dar and metrological stations. 
All of William and Mary's con-
tingent successfully completed the 
summer course which leads to a 
Reserve commission. Those attend-
ing the camp included Edward 
Brown.Thomas Burt, AustihFlagg, 
Otis Garrison, -Robert Gleason, 
Winfred Huffman, Joseph Lonas, 
Bruce McClure, James Putman, 
Edgar Roberts, Richard Slaugh-
ter, Arthur B. Thompson and Dud-
ley Woods. 
Stewart Calls Rehearsal 
For Members O f Band 
The first rehearsal of the college 
band will be held tomorrow at 
6:30 P. M- in the Music Building. 
"All students playing a band in-
strument who missed the organi-
zationzational meeting tonight are 
urged to attend the Wednesday 
rehearsal," Alan C. Stewart, as-
sistant professor of fine arts and 
band leader, declared. Instru-
ments will be available for those 
students who play but do not have 
instruments. 
Bow high can you go 
'' I N THE U . S . AIR FORCE? 
The ceiling's unlimited! Men who enter the 
Air Force as Aviation Cadets become 2nd 
Lieutenants within a year. From there on, they 
can climb as far and as fast as their ability and 
the needs of the service permit. Under the Air 
Force expansion program, there is plenty of 
room for advancement.' 2nd Lieutenants auto-
matically become 1st Lieutenants after three 
years of service; are eligible to become Cap-
tains, Majors and Lieutenant Colonels after 7, 
14 and 21 years respectively. More rapid pro-
motions are frequent. Never1 before has the 
opportunity for making the Air Force a perma-
nent career been so favorable, especially to 
the men in Aviation Cadet Pilot Training. 
Here are the requirements: 
Appointment toihe Aviation Cadets is open to single men, between 
20 and 26Vi years old, who have completed two years of college 
(or can pass an equivalent examination). Upon graduation, Cadets 
receive their wings and commission, a $250 uniform allowance, 
and three-year active duty assignment with pay up to $336 a 
month. Get full details at any Air Force Base or at any U. S. Army 
and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station. 
3 U. S. ARMT AND 
«.•'.*. AIR f O R C I 
RICRUITING S IRV IC I 
WIN YOUR WINGS 
with the U. S. Air Force 
Tuesday, September 28; 1948 T H E - F L A T H A T PAGE ELEVEN 
Freshmen Enter Into College Spirit, Practice Lifting Morale Of Upperclassmen And Team 
Dean Sets Office Hours 
Office hours of Dr. Katharine 
R. Jeffers, dean of women, are 
from 10 A. M. until noon and from 
2-4 P. M. on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday and from 11 A. M. 
until noon and from 1:30-2:30 P. 





WITH PATENTED HEEL 
You're bound to get a 
high fashion rating when 
you team up your favorite 
costumes with the seam-free 
nylons identified by the 
Seal of the D4HC1HG Twuia. 
«\H j w They feature the exehnive, 





- the Gussetoe for comfort. 
AH this andseam4ree 
beauty, tool 
Sold under leading brand 
names at your faTorite 
**»*JSr,±'*"» college shop or More; 
•u. s. r». M«. 
Freshmen To Receive 
'Who's W h o ' Booklet 
Who's Who in 19&2, similar to 
Princeton's Freshman Herald, will 
be published in about three weeks 
for the benefit of the freshman 
class. 
The purpose of this booklet will 
be to acquaint each incoming stu-
dent with the members of his 
class, to establish class unity, and 
to promote close a s s o c i a t i o n 
throughout college life. It will 
contain the name of the student, 
home address, college address, 
nickname, name of the high school 
from which he was graduated, and 
a record of high school activites. 
By the suggestion of Dr. John 
E.Pomfret, president of the col-
lege, J. W. Lambert, Dean of Stu-
dents, compiled the information 
which will be edited by Charles 
Post McCurdy, Jr., Executive Sec-
retary of the Alumni Association. 
It will be financed by the Friends 
of the College. 
Presidents of the fraternities 
and house managers of the fra-' 
ternity lodges will meet with 
Charles J. Duke, bursar, to dis-
cuss maintenance of the lodges to-
morrow in 206 Marshall-Wythe at 
7:30 P. M. 
M A X RI E G 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
The Shop of 
DISTINCTIVE GIFTS 
Old Post Office Building 
ZENITH fir'-PHILCO RADIOS 
PORTABLE. TABLE MODEL, CONSOLES 
AND COMBINATION 
TELEVISION SHOW ON OUR FLOOR 
IN EVENINGS — BY APPOINTMENT. 
Butts Furniture Company 
Incorporated 
PHONE 700 WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 
Colonial Williamsburg Offers Program 
Of Lectures And Tours For Students 
A varied offering of movies, i l - r "briefing" visitors on the history 
lustrated lectures and candlelight 
tours are presented regularly by 
Colonial Williamsburg as part of 
its educational program providing 
a special event nightly for vistors, 
students and townspeople of Wil-
liamsburg. 
Supplementing the exhibition 
buildings and other features of the 
restored city, these events are of 
special interest to the students of 
the College of William and Mary 
as a means of grasping a deeper 
understanding of the history and 
signifiance of Williamsburg in the 
18th century. 
Most of the programs are held at 
the new temporary Reception Cen-
ter just across from Williamsburg 
Lodge. The large auditorium and 
exhibit lobby houses the official 
information desk and ticket office 
of Colonial Williamsburg. A short 
movie ,and color-slide program 
Chapel 
(Continued from Page 1) 
ervising all the Austria Courts in 
his zone, reviewing cases passed 
by the ^courts of the American 
Military Government, and passing 
together with the other three lib-
erating powers, on the laws of the 
Austrian parliament. 
This year .Dr. Foltin is chiefly 
concerned with work in therapy at 
Eastern State Hospital and teach-
ing advanced courses in psychol-
ogy at the college. 
WANTED — Danny Campas wants 
thirty (30) college boys for sure 
fire earning opportunity at college 
football games. See Danny -im-
mediately at the Colonial Restaur-
ant opposite William and Mary 
stadium. 
and restoration of the city is pre-
sented there continuously through 
each day. 
Three times weekly, the color 
movie Eighteenth Century Life in 
Williamsburg, Virginia is shown at 
the Reception Center. It is usual-
ly held on Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday evenings at 8:15 P. M. 
and is open to all interested per-
sons without charge. The film 
was made in Williamsburg with 
townspeople in costume as actors 
depicting a typical day in the city 
two centuries ago. 
Theatre To Conclude 
Initial Casting Trials 
Try-outs for the William and 
Mary Theatre's first performance, 
The Great Campaign, will be con-
cluded after tomorrow's trials at 
3 P. M. in Wren Kitchen. 
Two copies of the play are now 
available for reading at the main 
desk in the library. "The Great 
Campaign, a play with a large cast 
including dancers and singers, con-
tains a satiric note throughout the 
plot and should prove to be most 
enjoyable for all those participat-
ing in it," declared Althea Hunt, 
director of the William and Mary 
Theatre. 
WILLIAMSBURG COAL CO., INC. 
For Your Winter Needs 
Coal And Fuel Oil 
Call 127 
Peninsula Bank and Trust Company 
Serving Williamsburg and the Peninsula 
' Member 
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION 
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA 
THE WILMAR COFFEE SHOP . . . 
(Behind Barrett on Jamestown Road) 
. . It's Time You Tried 
THE W I L M A R ! 
Say, students, do you know the 
W I L M A R ? It's new, modern, 
and clean as a whistle. 
. . . and what delicious food. 
Open faced steak sandwich with 
French fries, lettuce and tomato 
salad that's a meal in itself. . . 
and only 50 cents! that's just 
a sample of the delicious sand-
wiches served; 
. . . and the waffles. Superb! 
Serving The Finest Food 
At The Lowest Prices 
OPEN 7 A. M.-1 A. M. TEL. 753 
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Brooke Hindle Will Take Up Residence 
In Williamsburg To Do Research Work 
Brooke Hindle, Research Asso-
ciate of the Institute of Early-
American History and Culture 
here, has taken up residence in 
Williamsburg to prepare a volume 
on the American Philosophical So-
ciety and Early Science in Ameri-
ca. 
Mr. Hindle was appointed Re-
search Associate for the Institute 
early in the year. He is from 
Philadelphia and is an authority on 
the history of American science. 
From 1946 until taking up his 
work with the Institute, he was 
an instructor at the University of 
Pennsylvania. 
He has attended Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, and grad-
uated from Brown University in 
1940 with highest honors in his-
tory. He received his A. M. de-
gree from the University of Penn-
sylvania in 1942. During the war 
period, he was in the U. S. Naval 
Reserve and- served as an instruc-
tor at the USNR Midshipman's 
School at Columbia and as Radar 
Officer of the USS Chenango. 
Stage Crew Meeting Set 
For Wednesday Evening 
There will be a stage crew meet-
ing on Wednesday, September 29, 
at 7 P. M. in the Fine Arts Build-
ing for all those interested in 
joining a theater staff. 
The various crews work in 
building and painting sets and 
drops, furnishing properties, light-
ing, make up, costumes, producing. 
sound effects, and maintaining 
publicity. 
Roger Sherman, designer, and 
Albert Haak, technical director, 
are in charge of the crews. 
Conkey Will Book Bands 
For Friday Night Dances 
Robert Conkey will be in charge 
of booking college orchestras for 
the Friday night sorority and fra-
ternity dances. 
Conkey, whose phone number 
is Williamsburg 405-W, declared, 
''Please lef me know as soon as 
possible the date of your dance 
and the number of musicians 
wanted." . 
Debate Council To Meet 
On Tuesday, October 5, at 8 
P. M. in Washington 5'00 the De-
bate Council will hold its initial 
meeting. 
"All • members are urged to at-
tend in order to plan this year's 
activities and trips," stated Ken-
neth Scott, president. Try-outs 
are slated for next week. 
AAUW Will Select Women Students 
For Admission To Oxford University 
A limited number of. American 
students will be admitted to the 
five womeii's, colleges^ of Oxford 
University,; the American Associ-
ation of University Women has an-
nounced. 
All applications and interviews 
are being handled by the Com-
mittee on Selections for Oxford, 
set up by the AAUW at the re -
quest of these colleges. Applica-
tion blanks for entrance in October 
of 1949 must be filled in complete-
ly by October 15, 1948, and fur-
ther information may be obtained 
from Dr. Katharine R. Jeffers, 
dean of women. 
AAUW also has announced 28 
fellowships for graduate study and 
research in 1949-50. Included in 
this are 21 national fellowships-
and seven international ones. 
, Information concerning these 
fellowships for $1,500 and $2,000 
may be obtained by writing to the 
Secretary, Committee on Fellow-
ship Awards, American Associa-
tion of University Women, 1634 





BREAD AND ROLLS 
W e Close Wednesday at 
1:30 P . M . 
Not Open Sundays 
Duke of Gloucester Street 
PHONE 298 
Naturally, I smoked 
CHESTERFIELDS while 
working on my new picture, 
BEYOND GLORY, they're 
always MILDER... 
/f 's/MY cigarette. 
Copyright 1948, LIGGETT & MYEKS TOBACCO C O . 
